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ABSTRACT
The present disclosure provides a WiFi network bridge, a WiFi-based communication method, and system. The WiFi network bridge of the present disclosure may first acquire LTE communication link information, after receiving a WiFi connection establishment request sent by a WiFi terminal, establish a WiFi communication link with the WiFi terminal, and send authentication request information to a LTE base transceiver station; then the WiFi network bridge may judge whether the authentication succeeds, and if the authentication succeeds, a LTE communication link with the LTE base transceiver station is established according to the acquired LTE communication link information. That is to say, the present disclosure implements the backhaul of a WiFi AP network by using a LTE wireless network, avoiding the need to deploy a wire backhaul every time before a WiFi AP network is deployed, thereby the network topology of WiFi communications can be simplified, the engineering cost and usage cost can be lowered, and the satisfaction of user experiences can be improved.
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A WiFi AP acquires LTE communication link information

A WiFi terminal initiates a WiFi connection establishment request to the WiFi AP, and establishes a WiFi communication link with the WiFi AP

The WiFi AP sends authentication request information to a LTE BTS, and establishes a LTE communication link with the LTE BTS according to the acquired LTE communication link information
WIFI NETWORK BRIDGE, AND WIFI-BASED COMMUNICATION METHOD AND SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to the field of communications, and specifically to a WiFi network bridge and a WiFi-based communication method and system.

BACKGROUND

Long Term Evolution (LTE) is a new generation of international mainstream communication standard after 3rd generation mobile communications. In 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), as a long term evolution technology of 3rd generation mobile communications, LTE is standardized and the feasibility of it is researched, and the research on and standardization of LTE and its enhanced version (i.e. LTE-Advanced) are widely supported and participated by operators and equipment makers worldwide. A LTE system is based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technologies, and adopts fully and optimizes packet data transmission in the mobile communication system.

WiFi is a technology which interconnects in a wireless way, terminals such as a personal computer or a handheld device (for example, a PDA or mobile phone). With the development of technologies and the advent of IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11g standards, the IEEE 802.11 standard suite is now known collectively as WiFi. WiFi provides users with wireless accesses to a broadband Internet, and it is also a convenient approach to surf the Internet at home, in an office or during a trip. As a wireless network consisting of an Access Point (AP) and a wireless network card, a WiFi wireless network has a communication distance of up to 305 meters in an open area, and of 76 meters to 122 meters in an enclosed area so as to facilitate integration with an existing wired Ethernet. WiFi has advantages of lower networking cost, rapid transmission rate (thus suitable for high-speed data transmission services), low transmitting power and lower radiation, thus its application becomes increasingly popular.

In a WiFi wireless network consisting of an AP and a wireless network card, the AP is generally referred to as a network bridge or a access point, and it is a bridge between a traditional wired LAN and a WLAN, thus any PC equipped with a wireless network card can, via the AP, share resources of the wired LAN or even a WAN. The AP serves in principle as a HUB or router with a built-in wireless transmitter, while the wireless network card is a client device responsible for receiving signals transmitted by the AP.

The current WiFi AP is generally networked in a wired way, i.e., communicating with a wire LAN in a wired way, as shown in FIG. 1, every time a WiFi AP network is deployed, a wired backhaul needs to be deployed in advance, and this results in a complicated network topology and a high engineering cost, which indirectly increases the usage cost and lowers satisfaction of user experiences.

SUMMARY

In view of the above, the present disclosure is intended to provide a WiFi bridge and a WiFi-based communication method and system, which can simplify the network topology of WiFi communications, decrease engineering cost and usage cost, and improve satisfaction of user experiences.

In order to solve the above technical problems, the present disclosure provides a WiFi-based communication method, and the method includes:

A WiFi network bridge acquires LTE communication link information;

A WiFi terminal initiates a WiFi connection establishment request to the WiFi network bridge, and establishes a WiFi communication link with the WiFi network bridge;

The WiFi network bridge sends authentication request information to a LTE base transceiver station, and after receiving an authentication success response fed by the LTE base transceiver station, establishes a LTE communication link with the LTE base transceiver station according to the acquired LTE communication link information.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, after the WiFi network bridge establishes the LTE communication link with the LTE base transceiver station, the method further includes:

After receiving a data frame in WiFi format from the WiFi terminal, the WiFi network bridge converts the received data frame into a data frame in LTE format and sends it to the LTE base transceiver station; and/or

After receiving a data frame in LTE format from the LTE base transceiver station, the WiFi network bridge converts the received data frame into a data frame in WiFi format and sends it to the WiFi terminal.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the WiFi network bridge converts the received data frame into a data frame in LTE format includes:

Packet header information, routing information and data information of the data frame are extracted from the received data frame in WiFi format, and the respective extracted information is combined with RF connection control information desired by a data frame in LTE format, so as to form the data frame in LTE format;

The WiFi network bridge converts the receive data frame into a data frame in WiFi format includes:

Packet header information, routing information and data information of the data frame are extracted from the received data frame in LTE format, and the respective extracted information is recombined, so as to form the data frame in WiFi format.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the authentication request information sent by the WiFi network bridge to the LTE base transceiver station includes: authentication information of the WiFi network bridge and/or authentication information of the WiFi terminal; accordingly, before the authentication success response fed by the LTE base transceiver station is received, the method further includes: a LTE authentication device of a LTE network performs an authentication process on the WiFi network bridge and/or the WiFi terminal according to the authentication request information.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the authentication information of the WiFi network bridge and the authentication information of the WiFi terminal include: USIM card information and/or certificate information.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the LTE communication link information includes frequency band information of a LTE network; accordingly, when the LTE communication link with the LTE base transceiver station is established, the method further includes: the WiFi network bridge chooses a corresponding frequency band so as to access the LTE network according to the frequency band information of the LTE network included in the LTE communication link information.
The present disclosure further provides a WiFi network bridge, including an information acquisition unit, an authentication unit and a communication link establishment unit, wherein the information acquisition unit is configured to acquire LTE communication link information.

The authentication unit is configured to: send authentication request information to a LTE base transceiver station, receive an authentication response fed by the LTE base transceiver station, and send the authentication response to the communication link establishment unit; and

The communication link establishment unit is configured to: receive a WiFi connection establishment request sent by a WiFi terminal, establish a WiFi communication link with the WiFi terminal, and after receiving an authentication success response sent by the authentication unit, establish a LTE communication link with the LTE base transceiver station according to the LTE communication link information acquired by the information acquisition unit.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the WiFi network bridge further includes a data format conversion unit configured to: after receiving a data frame in WiFi format from the WiFi terminal, convert the received data frame into a data frame in LTE format and send it to the LTE base transceiver station; and/or after receiving a data frame in LTE format from the LTE base transceiver station, convert the received data frame into a data frame in WiFi format and send it to the WiFi terminal.

In an embodiment of the present disclosure, the data format conversion unit is specifically configured to: extract from the received data frame in WiFi format packet header information, routing information and data information of the data frame, and combine the respective extracted information with RF connection control information desired by a data frame in LTE format, so as to form the data frame in LTE format; and/or extract from the received data frame in LTE format packet header information, routing information and data information of the data frame, and recombine the respective extracted information, so as to form the data frame in WiFi format.

The present disclosure further provides a WiFi-based communication system, including: at least one WiFi terminal, at least one LTE base transceiver station, and at least one aforementioned WiFi network bridge, wherein the WiFi terminal is configured to initiate a WiFi connection establishment request to the WiFi network bridge;

The WiFi network bridge is configured to: acquire LTE communication link information, receive the WiFi connection establishment request sent by the WiFi terminal, and establish a WiFi communication link with the WiFi terminal; send authentication request information to the LTE base transceiver station, and after receiving an authentication success response fed by the LTE base transceiver station, establish a LTE communication link with the LTE base transceiver station according to the acquired LTE communication link information; and

The LTE base transceiver station is configured to receive the authentication request information sent by the WiFi network bridge and feed an authentication response to the WiFi network bridge.

The beneficial effects of the present disclosure are: the WiFi network bridge (i.e., the WiFi AP) of the present disclosure may first acquire LTE communication link information, after receiving a WiFi connection establishment request sent by a WiFi terminal, establish a WiFi communication link with the WiFi terminal, and send authentication request information to a LTE base transceiver station; then the WiFi network bridge may judge whether the authentication succeeds, and if the authentication succeeds, a LTE communication link with the LTE base transceiver station is established according to the acquired LTE communication link information. That is to say, the present disclosure implements the backup of a WiFi AP network by using a LTE wireless network, avoiding the need to deploy a wire backhaul every time before a WiFi AP network is deployed, thereby the network topology of WiFi communications can be simplified, and the engineering cost and usage cost can be lowered; and the establishment of a wireless backhaul is more flexible, less restricted by the environment, and more beneficial to the establishment of a WiFi AP network, thereby improving the satisfaction of user experiences.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a structure block diagram of a WiFi network bridge with a traditional wired backhaul;

FIG. 2 is a structure block diagram of a WiFi network bridge according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a structure block diagram of a WiFi network bridge according to another embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a structure block diagram of a WiFi network bridge according to yet another embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a WiFi-based communication system according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

and

FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a WiFi-based communication method according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present disclosure will be further elaborated below by specific embodiments with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Referring to FIG. 2, the WiFi network bridge in the embodiment (i.e., WiFi AP) includes: an information acquisition unit, an authentication unit, and a communication link establishment unit; wherein the information acquisition unit is configured to acquire LTE communication link information;

Specifically, the information acquisition unit may detect whether its application scenario has a reliable LTE access signal, i.e., whether it is within the effective coverage range of a corresponding LTE Base Transceiver Station (BTS); if Yes, the corresponding LTE communication link information is acquired, and the acquired LTE link information may include frequency band information of a LTE network. When a LTE communication link is established, an optimal communication channel may be automatically selected according to the frequency information of the LTE network.

The authentication unit is configured to send authentication request information to the LTE BTS and receive an authentication response fed by the LTE BTS; and further configured to send the received authentication response to the communication link establishment unit;

Wherein the authentication response may include an authentication success response and an authentication failure response.

The communication link establishment unit is configured to receive a WiFi connection establishment request sent by a WiFi terminal and establish a WiFi communication link with the WiFi terminal sending the request; and further configured to
to: after receiving the authentication success response, establish the LTE communication link with the LTE BTS according to the LTE communication link information acquired by the information acquisition unit.

Here, when the LCE communication link with the LTE BTS is established, a corresponding frequency band may be selected to access the LTE network according to the frequency band information included in the LTE communication link information, for example, an optional frequency band is automatically selected to access the LTE network so as to implement an optimal backhaul channel according to acquired frequency band information of the LTE network.

It should be noted that the WiFi terminal in the embodiment refers to a device having a WiFi function, such as a mobile phone, a portable computer or a tablet computer which has the WiFi function.

Referring to FIG. 3, the WiFi AP in the embodiment further includes a data format conversion unit, which is configured to: after receiving a data frame in WiFi format from a WiFi terminal, convert the data frame into a data frame in LTE format and send it to a LTE BTS, so that the WiFi terminal can access the Internet through a LTE network; and further configured to: after receiving a data frame in LTE format from a LTE BTS, convert the data frame into a data frame in WiFi format, so that data received from the Internet can be sent to the WiFi terminal through a WiFi network. The specific process for the data format conversion unit to implement data format conversion is as follows.

After receiving the data frame in WiFi format from the WiFi terminal, the data format conversion unit extracts the data frame from the received data frame in WiFi format packet header information, routing information and data information of the data frame, and then, after RF connection control information desired by a data frame in LTE format is added, recombines the respective information extracted from the data frame in WiFi format with the RF connection control information desired by the data frame in LTE format to form the data frame in LTE format, so that the WiFi terminal can access the Internet through a LTE network. When received data in WiFi format includes multiple sub-frames, respective data sub-frame in WiFi format may first be disassembled from the received data in WiFi format, then packet header information, routing information and data information of respective sub-frame may be extracted from a corresponding sub-frame, and recombined into a data sub-frame in LTE format according to the above way, and finally a complete data frame in LTE format is formed by combining all acquired data sub-frames in LTE format.

Accordingly, after receiving the data frame in LTE format from the LTE BTS, the data format conversion unit removes RF connection control information in the data frame, extracts therefrom packet header information, routing information and data information of the data frame and recombines them so as to form the data frame in WiFi format, and then the data frame in WiFi format is sent to the terminal through a WiFi network. When received data in LTE format includes multiple sub-frames, respective data sub-frame in LTE format may first be disassembled from the received data in LTE format, RF connection control information in each sub-frame may be removed, then packet header information, routing information and data information of respective sub-frame may be extracted, and finally recombined into the data frame in WiFi format according to the above way.

The authentication request information sent by the authentication unit of the WiFi AP in the embodiment may include authentication information of the WiFi AP itself and/or authentication information of the WiFi terminal; for the LTE authentication device of a LTE network, it performs an authentication process on the WiFi network bridge and/or the WiFi terminal according to received authentication request information. In this example, the specific authentication information included in the authentication request information may be selected according to strategies for managing the WiFi AP by LTE. Several cases will be exemplified below for further elaboration.

1. A WiFi AP is authorized, and WiFi terminals under the WiFi AP can access the Internet without limit; in general, the WiFi AP has an effectively-authorized USIM card and/or certificate, at this point, the authentication request information sent by the authentication unit of the WiFi AP to the LTE BTS may only include the authentication information of the WiFi AP itself, i.e., the USIM card information and/or certificate information of the WiFi AP, then the authentication device of a LTE network may perform an authentication process only on the USIM card information and/or certificate information of the WiFi AP.

2. A WiFi AP is authorized, and a WiFi terminal under the WiFi AP are authenticated, thus only a WiFi terminal complying with a safety regulation can access the Internet through a LTE base station, at this point, the authentication request information sent by the authentication unit of the WiFi AP to the LTE BTS includes the authentication information of the WiFi AP itself and the authentication information of the WiFi terminal, i.e., the USIM card information and/or certificate information of the WiFi AP and the USIM card information and/or certificate information of the WiFi terminal; then the authentication device of a LTE network performs an authentication process not only on the USIM card information and/or certificate information of the WiFi AP, but also on the USIM card information and/or certificate information of the WiFi terminal, and only when both the WiFi AP and the WiFi terminal pass the authentication, the WiFi terminal may access the Internet through a LTE base station.

3. A WiFi AP has full authorities, i.e., the WiFi AP having a LTE access function may freely access a LTE network, and authentication management is performed only on a WiFi terminal under the WiFi AP, at this point, the authentication request information sent by the authentication unit of the WiFi AP to the LTE BTS may only include the USIM card information and/or certificate information of the WiFi terminal; then the authentication device of a LTE network may perform an authentication process only on the USIM card information and/or certificate information of the WiFi terminal, and only when passing the authentication, the WiFi terminal may access the Internet through a LTE base station.

In this example, specific strategies for managing a WiFi AP by the device of a LTE network may be selected and set depending on practical conditions. It should be noted that if a WiFi AP itself belongs to an authentication-free type of AP, an effectively-authorized USIM card and/or certificate of the WiFi terminal are desired for being authenticated; when the WiFi terminal needs to use the WiFi function, a USIM card or certificate authentication request can be initiated directly to the LTE authentication device of a LTE network through the WiFi AP; if the authentication succeeds, the WiFi AP establishes a WiFi communication link in the WiFi terminal side and establishes a LTE communication link in the LTE BTS side, i.e., establishes an optimal wireless backhaul channel according to the LTE communication link information acquired previously.

Referring to FIG. 4, the WiFi AP in the embodiment further includes a WiFi RF and baseband processing unit configured to provide the coverage of the WiFi AP and configured to process a normal WiFi flow.
It should be noted that the WiFi AP in the embodiment has no Ethernet electrical ports, thus when LTE is not used as a wireless backhaul, the WiFi AP in the embodiment may still determine whether it is desired to perform authentication in a LTE network so as to ensure whether the authentication is managed by a LTE authentication device.

Referring to FIG. 5, the embodiment further provides a WiFi-based communication system, and the system includes: at least one aforementioned WiFi terminal, at least one aforementioned LTE BTS, and at least one aforementioned WiFi AP. It can be seen from FIG. 4 that the WiFi AP access the Internet through the LTE BTS, i.e., the backhaul established by the WiFi AP is a wireless backhaul, thus it is not desired to deploy a wired backhaul every time before a WiFi AP network is deployed, which is the case for the system shown in FIG. 1, thereby the network topology of WiFi communications can be simplified, and the engineering cost and usage cost can be lowered; and the establishment of a wireless backhaul is more flexible, less restricted by the environment, and more beneficial to the establishment of a WiFi AP network, thereby improving the satisfaction of user experiences.

What described are further elaboration made in combination with specific embodiments of the present disclosure, and it should not be considered that the specific embodiments of the present disclosure are limited to these elaboration. For those skilled in the art, several simple modifications or replacements may be made without departing from the spirit of the present disclosure, and they should be considered as being within the scope of the present disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. A WiFi-based communication method, comprising: acquiring, by a WiFi network bridge, LTE communication link information; wherein the LTE communication link information comprises frequency band information of a LTE network; initiating, by a WiFi terminal, a WiFi connection establishment request to the WiFi network bridge, and establishing a WiFi communication link with the WiFi network bridge; sending, by the WiFi network bridge, authentication request information to a LTE base transceiver station, and after receiving an authentication success response fed by the LTE base transceiver station, establishing a LTE communication link with the LTE base transceiver station according to the acquired LTE communication link information; when the LTE communication link with the LTE base transceiver station is established, the method further comprises: choosing, by the WiFi network bridge, a corresponding frequency band so as to access the LTE network according to the frequency band information of the LTE network included in the LTE communication link information.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein after the WiFi network bridge establishes the LTE communication link with the LTE base transceiver station, the method further comprises: after receiving a data frame in WiFi format from the WiFi terminal, converting, by the WiFi network bridge, the received data frame into a data frame in LTE format, and sending it to the LTE base transceiver station; and/or after receiving a data frame in LTE format from the LTE base transceiver station, converting, by the WiFi network bridge, the received data frame into a data frame in WiFi format, and sending it to the WiFi terminal.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the converting, by the WiFi network bridge, the received data frame into a data frame in LTE format comprises:

- extracting, from the received data frame in WiFi format, packet header information, routing information and data information of the data frame, and combining the respective extracted information with RF connection control information desired by a data frame in LTE format, so as to form the data frame in LTE format;
- the converting, by the WiFi network bridge, the received data frame into a data frame in WiFi format comprises:

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the authentication request information sent by the WiFi network bridge to the LTE base transceiver station comprises: authentication information of the WiFi network bridge and/or authentication information of the WiFi terminal;
before the authentication success response fed by the LTE base transceiver station is received, the method further comprises: performing an authentication process, by a LTE authentication device of a LTE network, on the WiFi network bridge and/or the WiFi terminal according to the authentication request information.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the authentication information of the WiFi network bridge and the authentication information of the WiFi terminal comprise: USIM card information and/or certificate information.

6. The method according to claim 2, wherein the authentication request information sent by the WiFi network bridge to the LTE base transceiver station comprises: authentication information of the WiFi network bridge and/or authentication information of the WiFi terminal;

before the authentication success response fed by the LTE base transceiver station is received, the method further comprises: performing an authentication process, by a LTE authentication device of a LTE network, on the WiFi network bridge and/or the WiFi terminal according to the authentication request information.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the authentication information of the WiFi network bridge and the authentication information of the WiFi terminal comprise: USIM card information and/or certificate information.

8. The method according to claim 1, wherein the authentication request information sent by the WiFi network bridge to the LTE base transceiver station comprises: authentication information of the WiFi network bridge and/or authentication information of the WiFi terminal;

before the authentication success response fed by the LTE base transceiver station is received, the method further comprises: performing an authentication process, by a LTE authentication device of a LTE network, on the WiFi network bridge and/or the WiFi terminal according to the authentication request information.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the authentication information of the WiFi network bridge and the authentication information of the WiFi terminal comprise: USIM card information and/or certificate information.

10. A WiFi network bridge, comprising an information acquisition unit, an authentication unit and a communication link establishment unit, wherein the information acquisition unit is configured to acquire LTE communication link information; wherein the LTE communication link information comprises frequency band information of a LTE network;

the authentication unit is configured to: send authentication request information to a LTE base transceiver station, receive an authentication response fed by the LTE base transceiver station, and send the authentication response to the communication link establishment unit; and

the communication link establishment unit is configured to: receive a WiFi connection establishment request sent by a WiFi terminal, establish a WiFi communication link with the WiFi terminal, and after receiving an authentication success response fed by the authentication unit,

establish a LTE communication link with the LTE base transceiver station according to the LTE communication link information acquired by the information acquisition unit;

the communication link establishment unit is further configured to: choose a corresponding frequency band so as to access the LTE network according to the frequency band information of the LTE network included in the LTE communication link information.

11. The WiFi network bridge according to claim 10, wherein the WiFi network bridge further comprises a data format conversion unit configured to: after receiving a data frame in WiFi format from the WiFi terminal, convert the received data frame into a data frame in LTE format and send it to the LTE base transceiver station; and/or after receiving a data frame in LTE format from the LTE base transceiver station, convert the received data frame into a data frame in WiFi format and send it to the WiFi terminal.

12. The WiFi network bridge according to claim 11, wherein the data format conversion unit is configured to: extract from the received data frame in WiFi format packet header information, routing information and data information of the data frame, and combine the respective extracted information with RF connection control information desired by a data frame in LTE format, so as to form the data frame in LTE format; and/or extract from the received data frame in LTE format packet header information, routing information and data information of the data frame, and recombine the respective extracted information, so as to form the data frame in WiFi format.

13. A WiFi-based communication system, comprising: at least one WiFi terminal, at least one LTE base transceiver station, and at least one WiFi network bridge, wherein the WiFi terminal is configured to initiate a WiFi connection establishment request to the WiFi network bridge; the WiFi network bridge is configured to: acquire LTE communication link information, receive the WiFi connection establishment request sent by the WiFi terminal, and establish a WiFi communication link with the WiFi terminal; send authentication request information to the LTE base transceiver station, and after receiving an authentication success response fed by the LTE base transceiver station, establish a LTE communication link with the LTE base transceiver station according to the acquired LTE communication link information;

wherein the LTE communication link information comprises frequency band information of a LTE network; the WiFi network bridge is further configured to choose a corresponding frequency band so as to access the LTE network according to the frequency band information of the LTE network included in the LTE communication link information; and

the LTE base transceiver station is configured to receive the authentication request information sent by the WiFi network bridge and feed an authentication response to the WiFi network bridge.

* * * * *

* * * * *